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1 Object and Scope
This document describes, in compliance with [1], the process followed by the Consortium (hereinafter CON)
to build the snapshots required in the context of the Mediterranean Master Plan of Interconnections.
The Mediterranean project considers up to 14 projects (or clusters) distributed among 3 corridors. The
snapshots building process consists of two stages. First, for each of the three Corridors eight networks are
defined, corresponding to 4 scenarios previously identified within the Market Study activity (S1, S2, S3 and
S4) and seasonality (Winter/Summer). Second, the generation, demand and energy transfers defined in the
different Point in Times (PiT) selected for the projects are applied to the corresponding network.
The document is structured as follows. Section Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. establishes
the different standards for the information required within this task. Next, two sections detail the two stages
to build up the snapshots, i.e. the definition of the different networks and the application of the PiT (Point in
Time, i.e. set of information associated to a given hour selected among the 8760 hours simulated in 1 year
of the Market Studies).
Briefly, this document summarizes the data used and how the different systems are modeled, the criteria to
allocate the generation, demand and interchanges, and the corresponding investment project associated to
the cluster.

2 Notation
This section establishes the code adopted for different variables involved in the Mediterranean Project.
According to [2], the following code will be applied to designate the different systems involved (Table 1)
and generating technologies (Table 2) considered in the Mediterranean project.
nº
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Code
AL
DZ
CY
EY
FR
GR
IS
IT
JO
LE
LY
ME
MA

Name
Albania
Algeria
Cyprus
Egypt
France
Greece
Israel
Italy
Jordan
Lebanon
Libya
Montenegro
Morocco

nº
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Code
PA
PT
SI
ES
SY
TN
TR
AT
BG
FY
RO
RS
CH

Name
Palestine
Portugal
Slovenia
Spain
Syria
Tunisia
Turkey
Austria
Bulgaria
FYROM
Romania
Serbia
Switzerland

Table 1 – Electric systems involved in the Mediterranean Project

Generating technology

nº

Generating technology

nº

NUCLEAR
HARD COAL OLD 1 (30% - 37%)
HARD COAL OLD 2 (38% - 43%)
HARD COAL NEW (44% - 46%)
HARD COAL CARBON CAPTURE STORAGE
LIGNITE OLD 1 (30% - 37%)
LIGNITE OLD 2 (38% - 43%)
LIGNITE NEW (44% - 46%)
LIGNITE CARBON CAPTURE STORAGE
GAS CONVENTIONAL OLD 1 (25% - 38%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LIGHT OIL
HEAVY OIL OLD 1 (25% - 37%)
HEAVY OIL OLD 2 (38% - 43%)
OIL SHALE OLD (28% - 33%)
OIL SHALE NEW (34% - 39%)
SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC
SOLAR THERMAL
WIND OFFSHORE
WIND ONSHORE
HYDRO PUMP STORAGE: ANNUAL RESERVOIR

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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Generating technology

nº

Generating technology

nº

GAS CONVENTIONAL OLD 2 (39% - 42%)
GAS CCGT OLD 1 (33% - 44%)
GAS CCGT OLD 2 (45% - 52%)
GAS CCGT NEW (53% - 60%)
GAS CARBON CAPTURE STORAGE
GAS OCGT NEW (39% - 44%)
GAS OCGT OLD (35% - 38%)

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

HYDRO PUMP STORAGE: DAILY RESERVOIR
HYDRO PUMP STORAGE: WEEKLY RESERVOIR
HYDRO ROR
HYDRO SWELL ROR AND DAILY STORAGE:
OTHER NON RES
OTHER RES
UNKNOWN

28
29
30
31
32
33
99

Table 2 – Generating technologies classification

In Table 1, FYROM corresponds to the ‘Former Yugosla Republic of Macedonia’.
In Table 2, a dummy category (99, ‘UNKNOWN) was added to collect all unspecified units. All working units
that are included in this category will be kept working, if they were, but with the active power production set
to 0. Some networks also include SVC units (e.g. Algeria) that will be classified as 99-UNKNOWN.

3 Network Models for the Corridors
This section describes the procedure to complete Stage 1, i.e. the building of the eight networks,
corresponding with the 4 scenarios (S1, S2, S3 and S4), and seasonality (Winter/Summer), for each of the
three corridors. The different areas involved and corresponding files uploaded in the Med-TSO website has
been analyzed individually, describing the available information and highlighting the missing data.
Corridors are conventionally meant to be subsets of systems forming an electric area strongly
interconnected. One system can belong to two adjacent corridors depending on the cluster. Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata. below displays a box map of the whole system, where boxes represent
systems that provide full (or equivalent) network, whereas circles represent systems that only provide
boundary conditions.

Figure 1 – Box map of the Mediterranean project system

In Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata., the three Corridors are identified by colors, i.e. blue for
the Western Corridor, orange for the Central Corridor, and red for the Eastern Corridor. In the case of Algeria
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(DZ), it appears in blue and orange colors since it is full considered in both the Western and the Central
Corridor. Concerning Egypt EY(*) and Syria SY(*), those systems are represented by equivalents contained in
the Jordanian network files.
Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. Table 3 summarizes the systems represented in each
Corridor. It is important to remark that the boundaries indicated in this table are of the whole system. As a
matter of fact, each project will have its own boundaries, some of them considered initially as full models.
Corridor
Full model

WEST
Algeria DZ
Spain ES
Morocco MA
Portugal PT

CENTRE
Algeria DZ
Italy IT
Libya LY
Tunisia TN

Boundary
conditions

France FR
Tunisia TN

France FR
Switzerland CH
Austria AT
Slovenia SI
Montenegro ME
Greece GR
Morocco MA
Egypt EY

EAST
Cyprus CY
Egypt EY(*)
Greece GR
Jordan JO
Turkey TR
Syria SY(*)
Bulgaria BG1
Albania AL
Italy IT
Israel IS
FYROM FY
Serbia RS
Romania RO
Lebanon LE
Libya LY
Palestine PA

Table 3 – Participation of each of the systems involved by Corridors

Clusters or Projects are the interconnection projects to be assessed by Network Studies. The following are
the clusters and the corridors they belong to.
Code

Cluster or Project (Capacity)

Corridor

Code

Cluster or Project (Capacity)

Corridor

MAPT

Morocco - Portugal (1000 MW)

WEST

TNLYEY

Morocco – Spain

WEST

TREY

(1000 MW) +
(1000 MW)
(3000 MW)

CENTRAL

MAES

Tunisia - Libya
Libya - Egypt
Turkey - Egypt

DZES

Algeria - Spain

(1000 MW)

WEST

TRIS

Turkey - Israel

(2000 MW)

EAST

DZIT

Algeria - Italy

(1000 MW)

CENTRAL

EYJO

Egypt - Jordan

(550 MW)

EAST

TNIT

Tunisia – Italy

(600 MW)

CENTRAL

JOSYTR

EAST

TNIT2

Tunisia – Italy

(600 MW)

CENTRAL

DZTN

Algeria – Tunisia

(700 MW)

CENTRAL

(800 MW)+
(600 MW)
(500 MW)+
(500 MW)
(2000 MW) +
(2000 MW)

(1000 MW)

Jordan – Syria
Syria – Turkey
GRBGTR Greece – Turkey
Bulgaria - Turkey
GRCYIS Greece - Cyprus
Cyprus - Israel

EAST

EAST
EAST

Table 4 – Projects and Corridors for the Mediterranean Master Plan

Each Project must be assessed with network studies performed on the networks considered relevant for the
Project. The network to be analyzed results from merging the individual grid models considered relevant.

1

Bulgary is not a Med-TSO member, but it will provide full network for the GRBGTR project
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3.1 Information Required
Each Member shall provide the basic data to build its corresponding network (full or equivalent). It was
defined that TSO will provide converged full AC power flow scenarios in the accorded format. Minimum
required parameters are:
 BUSES: number, name, kV, active power demand
 GENERATORS: number, machine identifier, technology, minimum P, maximum P
 LINES: number/name from, number/name to, x, rate(s)
 TRANSFORMERS: number/name from, number/name to, x, rate(s)
In corresponding network, each of the systems must specify:
 Areas of the system, indicating those that represent boundary systems
 New AC lines involved in Projects
 Buses where new HVDC\HVAC lines involved in projects are going to be placed

3.2 Merging Process
For each corridor, the merging process starts by reading and building up the different systems involvedErrore.
L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.. Once all the systems have been uploaded, they are consecutively
merged by boundary buses in the points of interconnection. Also, interconnections from the projects are
identified and maneuvered according with corresponding Project.
The subsections below detail the merging process for each three corridors.
3.2.1 Western Corridor
The Western Corridor, in blue Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata., covers the systems of Algeria
(DZ), Morocco (MA), Portugal (PT) and Spain (ES). Also, France (FR) and Tunisia (TN) appear as boundary
systems. Figure 2 depicts the box map of the Western Corridor.

Figure 2 – Box map of the Western Corridor

3.2.1.1 Data Completeness Analysis
Algeria (DZ)
A set of eight models of the Algerian system have been provided, plus an explanatory guideline for their
format. Uploaded files are:
Name
0.DZ_Database guidline&Market
data_Common cases_S&W-Peak.xlsx

Format Notes
EXCEL  Guideline for the format used to collect network
information
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Name

1.Database_2030_S1_Common
case_Summer_Peak.xlsx

1.Database_2030_S1_Common
case_Winter_Peak.xlsx

1.Database_2030_S2_Common
case_Summer_Peak.xlsx

1.Database_2030_S2_Common
case_Winter_Peak.xlsx

1.Database_2030_S3_Common
case_Summer_Peak.xlsx

1.Database_2030_S3_Common
case_Winter_Peak.xlsx

1.Database_2030_S4_Common
case_Summer_Peak.xlsx

1.Database_2030_S4_Common
case_Winter_Peak.xlsx

Format Notes
 Generation by technologies, demand and energy
interchanges for the four scenarios and seasonality
(S/W)
EXCEL  Network for S1, Summer
 Network data (buses, loads, generating units, lines
and transformer), in the format described by the
included guideline
EXCEL  Network for S1, Winter
 Network data (buses, loads, generating units, lines
and transformer), in the format described by the
included guideline
EXCEL  Network for S2, Summer
 Network data (buses, loads, generating units, lines
and transformer), in the format described by the
included guideline
EXCEL  Network for S2, Winter
 Network data (buses, loads, generating units, lines
and transformer), in the format described by the
included guideline
EXCEL  Network for S3, Summer
 Network data (buses, loads, generating units, lines
and transformer), in the format described by the
included guideline
EXCEL  Network for S3, Winter
 Network data (buses, loads, generating units, lines
and transformer), in the format described by the
included guideline
EXCEL  Network for S4, Summer
 Network data (buses, loads, generating units, lines
and transformer), in the format described by the
included guideline
EXCEL  Network for S4, Winter
 Network data (buses, loads, generating units, lines
and transformer), in the format described by the
included guideline

In the uploaded EXCEL files, generating technologies are identified using numbers,. The following table
identifies the Algerian nomenclatures and the standard from Table 2:
Technologies Identified in EXCEL networks

Standard technologies in Table 2

NUCLEAR
CCGT - OLD

1 – NUCLEAR
13 - GAS CCGT OLD 2 (45% - 52%)

CCGT - NEW
OCGT- OLD

14 - GAS CCGT NEW (53% - 60%)
17 - GAS OCGT OLD (35% - 38%)

WIND
PV
CSP
Hybrid

26 - WIND ONSHORE
23 - SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC
24 - SOLAR THERMAL
24 - SOLAR THERMAL
8
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(Static Var Compensator  99-UNKNOWN)
Connection with Morocco (slack of the system)

SVC
SLACK

Next table identifies the Algerian areas (4th character in bus code):
Area code in EXCEL networks Area identified
1 Algerian system, area 1 of 7
2 Algerian system, area 2 of 7
3 Algerian system, area 3 of 7
4 Algerian system, area 4 of 7
5 Algerian system, area 5 of 7
6 Algerian system, area 6 of 7
7 Algerian system, area 7 of 7
M Moroccan system
S Algerian bus for DZES project
I Algerian bus for DZIT project2
T Tunisian system
Morocco (MA)
From the Moroccan system, two networks have been provided, corresponding with scenarios S1 and S3, and
the merit order for generating units. Uploaded files are:
Name
Scenario_S1_v_1.SAV

Format
PSS/ E v33

Scenario_S3_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

Merit_Order_v_1.XLSX
carteDG 400 & 225 kV.PDF

EXCEL
PDF

Notes
 sav file with the Moroccan network for S1, S2
and S4
 Seasonality is the same for Winter and Summer
 sav file with the Moroccan network for S3
 Seasonality is the same for Winter and Summer
 Merit order for generating units
 Map of the Moroccan transmission grid

S2 is equal to S1. S4 is also similar to S1, except that there is an additional capacity of 2 GW from renewable
projects:
 1 GW PV is assumed to be developed through distribution system and another equivalent capacity of 1
GW wind is expected to be located completely in the southern part of Morocco;
 An HVDC-VSC link between South and Center parts of Morocco will be used to connect 1 GW wind to a
new AC/DC substation in the region of Boujdour from which an 1050 km HVDC-VSC link will be used to
make the connection with the substation CHEMAIA (the PSS/E code is 81704).
Generating technologies in the ‘Owner’ field for Machines do not match with standard values in Table 2.
Some technologies can be identified directly from the merit order list. Others have been redefined based on
the type of the category in the merit order file to match the technologies in the PiT:
 Category 25 → Med-TSO Type 26;
 Category 27 → Med-TSO Type 30;
2

Bus DZIT111 is renamed to ITAI111
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 Category 29 → Med-TSO Type 28;
Only the units in the merit order list provided will be considered to create the snapshots for the PiT.
Interconnections with Algeria and Spain are well defined (modelled via the equivalent generators/loads ALGTUN 20 kV and TARIFA_EQ 20 kV).
The buses for the HVDC interconnections are well defined:
 HVDC connection with Portugal is D.CHAOUI (PSS/E name is D.CHAO40 and its code is 84000)
 HVDC connection with Spain is also D.CHAOUI (PSS/E code is 84000)
The bus load (except the ones with fixed load) will be set proportionally to the load in the respective .raw file
until the total in the PiT is verified. Similar process will be followed for the and OTHER RES / NON RES
production, taking into account the generation limits when available. The HYDRO, WIND and SOLAR dispatch
will be carried out according to the merit order, to the corresponding generation limits and the hour of the
day of the PiT.
Portugal (PT)
From the Portuguese system, the networks provided are prepared considering corresponding PiT files of the
three projects involved in the Western Corridor (see Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.). A set
of twenty-five models of the Portuguese system have been provided, plus a map of the Portuguese
transmission grid. Uploaded files are:
Name
9_PiTs_selected_for_DZES_interconnection_v_1.TXT
DZ-ES_case1_v_1.SAV

Format
TXT

Notes
 Definite 9 PiTS selected for the project DZES

PSS/ E v33

DZ-ES_case2_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

DZ-ES_case3_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

DZ-ES_case4_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

DZ-ES_case5_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

DZ-ES_case6_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

DZ-ES_case7_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

DZ-ES_case8_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

DZ-ES_case9_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

8_PiTs_selected_for_MAES_interconnection_v_1.TXT
MA-ES_case1_v_1.SAV

TXT





















sav file with the Portuguese network
project DZES, PiT 1
sav file with the Portuguese network
project DZES, PiT 2
sav file with the Portuguese network
project DZES, PiT 3
sav file with the Portuguese network
project DZES, PiT 4
sav file with the Portuguese network
project DZES, PiT 5
sav file with the Portuguese network
project DZES, PiT 6
sav file with the Portuguese network
project DZES, PiT 7
sav file with the Portuguese network
project DZES, PiT 8
sav file with the Portuguese network
project DZES, PiT 9
Definite 8 PiTS selected for the project MAES

MA-ES_case2_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-ES_case3_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33








sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAES, PiT 1
sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAES, PiT 2
sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAES, PiT 3

PSS/ E v33
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Name
MA-ES_case4_v_1.SAV

Format
PSS/ E v33

MA-ES_case5_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-ES_case6_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-ES_case7_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-ES_case8_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

8_PiTs_selected_for_MAPT_interconnection_v_1.TXT
MA-PT_case1_v_1.SAV

TXT

MA-PT_case2_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-PT_case3_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-PT_case4_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-PT_case5_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-PT_case6_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-PT_case7_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

MA-PT_case8_v_1.SAV

PSS/ E v33

Portuguese transmission grid
maps v_1.PDF

PDF

PSS/ E v33

Notes
 sav file with the Portuguese network
 project MAES, PiT 4
 sav file with the Portuguese network
 project MAES, PiT 5
 sav file with the Portuguese network
 project MAES, PiT 6
 sav file with the Portuguese network
 project MAES, PiT 7
 sav file with the Portuguese network
 project MAES, PiT 8
 Definite 8 PiTS selected for the project MAPT


















sav file with the PortuguPTe network
project MAPT, PiT 1
sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAPT, PiT 2
sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAPT, PiT 3
sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAPT, PiT 4
sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAPT, PiT 5
sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAPT, PiT 6
sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAPT, PiT 7
sav file with the Portuguese network
project MAPT, PiT 8
Map of the Portuguese transmission grid

Interconnected areas are well identified, including the Moroccan Area in the files for MAES project.
Generating technologies identified in the ‘Owner’ field for Machines do not match with standard values in
Table 2. Four PSSE .idv files have been provided to convert the values in the ‘Owner’ field to the ENTSOE
generating technologies format, which can be converted to the values in Table 2 file using a table supplied
by REN. The .idv files are:





Fuel Type TYNDP2016 V1.idv
Fuel Type TYNDP2016 V2.idv
Fuel Type TYNDP2016 V3.idv
Fuel Type TYNDP2016 V4.idv

Spain (ES)
A set of six models of the Spanish system have been provided. It is important to remark that Spanish networks
are not available at the Med-TSO website (the files have been provided directly via email). Uploaded files
are:
Name
2030_V1_PC06_ES.RAW

Format
PSS/ E v33

Notes
 raw file with the Spanish network
11
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Name
2030_V1_PC09_ES.RAW
2030_V1_PC10_ES.RAW
2030_V4_PC02_ES.RAW
2030_V4_PC04_ES.RAW
2030_V4_PC08_ES.RAW

Format
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33

Notes
 raw file with the Spanish network
 raw file with the Spanish network
 raw file with the Spanish network
 raw file with the Spanish network
 raw file with the Spanish network

The .raw networks will be assigned to each PiT according with the minimum deviation in demand, generation
technologies in PiT and interchanges.
Generating technologies identified in the ‘Owner’ field for Machines do not match with standard values in
Table 2. An EXCEL file with a conversion table has been provided.
Two merit order list for generating units have been provided. The Merit Order List number 1 will be used in
studies of the interconnection MAPT while the Merit Order List number 2 will be used in studies of the
interconnections MAES and DZES.
3.2.1.1 Merging Process Info
Merging process consists in blending together the different networks using the connecting buses defined in
the next tables. First, Table 5 summarizes the interconnections between systems, which correspond with
pairs of modeled systems, thus two interconnection buses must be identified, one for each of the systems in
the interconnection. Table 6 shows the set of interconnections that correspond with pairs formed by a
modeled system and a boundary system, thus only one bus in the modeled system needs to be identified.
Finally, Table 7 presents the new interconnections associated to the projects described inErrore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata..
Bus
AFT1112
TLM1211
GHA1212
CHE3112
EAO3212
XAL_LG11
XAL_PN21
XAL_PN22
XBR_AV11
XCA_AL11
XCE_FR11
XFO_PL11
XPU_TV11
XSA_PN21
XSE_AL11
XTA_FA12
XTA_FA11

Area
Algeria DZ
Algeria DZ
Algeria DZ
Algeria DZ
Algeria DZ
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES

Bus
BOURD400
OUJDA225
OUJDA225
JENDOUBA
TAJEROUI
XAL_LG11
XAL_PN21
XAL_PN22
XBR_AV11
XCA_AL11
XCE_FR11
XFO_PL11
XPU_TV11
XSA_PN21
XSE_AL11
FARDOUIA
FARDOUIA

Area
Morocco MA
Morocco MA
Morocco MA
Tunisia TN
Tunisia TN
Portugal PT
Portugal PT
Portugal PT
Portugal PT
Portugal PT
Portugal PT
Portugal PT
Portugal PT
Portugal PT
Portugal PT
Morocco MA
Morocco MA

Table 5 – Points of merging between systems in the Western Corridor

For the interconnection between Algeria and Morocco, two pairs of buses have been identified in Algerian
and Moroccan networks, i.e. BOUM111 (DZ) and BOURD400 (MA), and OUJM211 (DZ) and OUJDA225 (MA).
However, it is important to remark that buses OUJM211 and OUJDA225 appear disconnected, since all the
energy transfers between Morocco and Algeria are through BOUM111 and BOURD400.
For the interconnection between Spain and Morocco, two pairs of buses have been identified in Spanish and
Moroccan networks, i.e. XTA_FA11 (ES) and FARDOUIA(1) (MA), and XTA_FA12 (ES) and FARDOUIA(2) (MA).
12
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Bus
XLL_BA1E
XGA_CU1E
XHE_AR11
XVI_BA11
XAR_AR21
XBI_PR21
XDI_CA1E
XSA_MA1E
ABOU KAMMECH
ROUIS

Area
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Spain ES
Tunisia TN
Tunisia TN

Bus

Area
France FR
France FR
France FR
France FR
France FR
France FR
France FR
France FR
Libya LY
Libya LY

Table 6 – Points of merging between systems and external buses in the Western Corridor

Connections between Spain and France (boundary) are well defined in the Spanish networks. Also, file
Border_conditions_-_FR-ES_v_1.XLSX describes the way to convert the overall exchange between France and
Spain to flows on each physical tie line considered to be compliant with a 8GW commercial exchange
capacity. For each overall exchange from -8GW to +8GW (1 GW step), an EXCEL file with a table shows
physical flows to be transmitted on AC and DC lines.
The interconnection between Algeria and Tunisia (boundary) are through two buses (JENT112 and TAJT211).
PROJECT
MAPT
MAES
DZES

Bus
PT-MA
TARIFA2
CARRIL2

Area
Portugal PT
Spain ES
Spain ES

Bus
D.CHAO40
D.CHAO40
DZES111

Area
Morocco MA
Morocco MA
Algeria DZ

LINK
HVDC
HVDC
HVDC

Table 7 – Points of merging in the Projects in the Western Corridor

Project MAPT involves an HVDC link between Morocco and Portugal. The bus in the Portuguese side has been
identified (PT-MA) and in the Moroccan side (D.CHAO40, alias Beni-Harchan).
Project MAES involves an additional AC link between Morocco and Spain. The MAES interconnection will
require a new substation in Spain, which is called TARIFA2, with similar characteristics to TARIFA 15040. This
new substation is connected to PTO CRUZ 15041 by a double circuit equal to the one connecting PTO CRUZ
15041 with TARIFA 15040. The bus in the Morocco side has been identified (D.CHAO40, alias Beni-Harchan).
Finally, project DZES involves an HVDC link between Algeria and Spain. The bus in the Algerian side has been
identified (DZES111). The connection of this HVDC substation to the national grid requires a double 400 kV
OHL to the substation Ain Fateh (2x50 km). This interconnection also requires a new substation in the Spanish
side, which will be called CARRIL2. This substation will be connected by a double circuit to the substation
CARRIL 14026. The double circuit is equal to the one connecting PTO CRUZ 15041 and TARIFA 15040.
3.2.2 Central Corridor
The Central Corridor, in orange Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata., covers the systems of
Algeria DZ, Tunisia TN, Italy IT and Libya LY. France FR, Switzerland CH, Austria AT, Slovenia SI, Montenegro
ME, Greece GR, Morocco MA and Egypt EY appear as boundary systems. Figure 3 depicts the box map of the
Central Corridor.
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Figure 3 – Box map of the Central Corridor

3.2.2.1 Data Completeness Analysis
Algeria (DZ)
See subsection 3.2.1.1, page 7.
Tunisia (TN)
A set of four models of the Tunisian system have been provided, plus a file with generating units description.
Uploaded files are:
Name
RT2030 -scénario 1.raw

Format
PSS/ E v33

RT2030 -scénario 2.raw

PSS/ E v33

RT2030 -scénario 3.raw

PSS/ E v33

RT2030 -scénario 4.raw

PSS/ E v33

Mapping_file_for_TN.XLSX

EXCEL

Notes
 raw file with the Tunisian network for S1, either Winter
or Summer
 raw file with the Tunisian network for S2, either Winter
or Summer
 raw file with the Tunisian network for S3, either Winter
or Summer
 raw file with the Tunisian network for S4, either Winter
or Summer
 Information on generating units’ characteristics and
dispatch for the four scenarios

Areas Algeria, Libya and Italy are defined.
Italy (IT)
A set of two models of the Italian system have been provided, plus interconnections and generating units
info in EXCEL format. Uploaded files are:
Name
IT_interconnections.xlsx

Format
EXCEL

Generators technology.xlsx

EXCEL

S1S2_MedTSO.raw

PSS/ E v33

Notes
 file with basic information on
interconnections of the Italian system
 file with basic information on generating
units of the Italian system
 raw file with the Italian network for S1
and S2
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Name
S3S4_MedTSO.raw

Format
PSS/ E v33

Notes
 raw file with the Italian network for S3
and S4

Generating technologies are well identified in the ‘Owner’ field for Machines, but using ENTSO-E codes. File
‘Generators technology.xlsx’ includes the matching between ENTSO-E codes and Med-TSO codes. Concerning
merit order list, all generating units are considered with the same rank. Actual limits for some generating
units have been provided by email (15/9/2017).
Libya (LY)
Initially, a total set of twenty-nine files have been provided, including some Libyan system models. However,
no network was provided for 2030. After that, a new version has been provided by email (20/9/2017),
containing 1 network for 2030, plus some contingency analysis files. Uploaded files in the second coming are:
Name
MedTSO -Libya-2030.sav
GECOL n-2.con
GECOL.mon
GECOL_single.con
GECOL_System.sub
MESTSO2030.acc
MESTSO2030.dfx

Format
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33

Notes
sav file, network case (year 2030)
con file, N-2 contingencies description
mon file, monitoring criteria
con file, N-1 contingencies description
con file, N-2 contingencies description
acc file, contingencies
dfx file, distribution factors

Concerning areas, Egypt and Tunisia interconnections are well identified.
3.2.2.2 Merging Process Info
Merging process consists of blending together thenetworks using the connecting buses defined in the next
tables. First, Table 8 summarizes the interconnections between systems, which correspond with pairs of
modeled systems, thus two interconnection buses must be identified, one for each interconnected systems.
Table 9 shows the set of interconnections that correspond with pairs formed by a modeled system and a
boundary system, thus only one bus in the modeled system needs to be identified. Finally, Table 10 presents
the new interconnections associated to the projects described in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata
trovata..
Bus
CHE3112
EAO3212
MDN 220A
TTN 220B

Area
Algeria DZ3
Algeria DZ3
Libya LY
Libya LY

Bus
JENT112
TAJT211
ABOU KAMMECH
ROUIS

Area
Tunisia TN
Tunisia TN
Tunisia TN
Tunisia TN

Table 8 – Points of merging between systems in the Central Corridor

Connections between Algeria and Tunisia are well defined in both sides. For the interconnection between
Italy and Tunisia, bus HAWARIA has been identified in the Tunisian networks, and bus XPA_EL9I in the
Italian networks.
Bus
AFT1112
TLM1211

3

Area
Algeria DZ
Algeria DZ

Bus
BOURD400
OUJDA225

Area
Morocco MA
Morocco MA

Algerian network described at section 3.2.1.1, page 9
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Bus
GHA1212
XWU_SO21
XNA_GL21
XLI_PO21
XGR_TA41
XSO_ME11
XSI_VE1I
XSE_PA21
XRO_SF11
XRO_GO11
XRI_VA21
XRI_AV21
XME_CA11
XLA_MU11
XGO_ME21
XCA_ME21
XAL_PO21
XVL_VE12
XGR_PI9I
XB._CA21
XAL_RO12
XAL_RO11
XAR_GA1I
XVI_TI9I
XRE_DI11
XPA_DI21
XBE_SA1S
TBO 220A
TBO 220B

Area
Algeria DZ
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Libya LY
Libya LY

Bus
OUJDA225

Area
Morocco MA
Austria AT
Austria AT
Austria AT
Austria AT
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
Switzerland CH
France FR
France FR
France FR
France FR
France FR
Greece GR
Montenegro ME
Slovenia SI
Slovenia SI
Slovenia SI
Egypt EY
Egypt EY

Table 9 – Points of merging between systems and external buses in the Central Corridor

For the interconnection between Algeria and Morocco (boundary), two buses have been identified in
Algerian networks, BOUM111 and OUJM211. However, it is important to remark that bus OUJM211 appears
disconnected, since all the energy transfers between Morocco and Algeria are through BOUM111.
Also, file Border_conditions_-_FR-IT_v_1.XLSX describes the way to convert the overall exchange between
France and Italy to flows on each physical tie line considered to be compliant with a 2030 target exchange
capacity. The first table describes how to split the “north Italy roof” exchange (FR+CH+AT+SL) from -7.5 GW
to 12.5 GW (step 2.5GW) by each of the four Country-Italy borders. Second table shows physical flows to be
transmitted on the four FR-IT AC and DC lines.
For the interconnection between Libya and Egypt (boundary), two buses was identified in Libyan networks,
TBO 220A and TBO 220B.
PROJECT
DZIT
TNIT
TNIT2
DZTN
TNLYEY
TNLYEY

Bus
ITAI111
HAWARIA
HAWARIA
CHEFIA
ROUIS
TBK 400A

Area
Algeria DZ3
Tunisia TN
Tunisia TN
Algeria DZ3
Tunisia TN
Libya LY

Bus
SELCTI38
XPA_EL9I
XPA_EL9I
JENT112
SOS 400
(EY is boundary)

Area
Italy IT
Italy IT
Italy IT
Tunisia TN
Libya LY
Egypt EY

LINK
HVDC
HVDC
HVDC
AC
AC
HVDC

Table 10 – Points of merging in the Projects in the Central Corridor
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Project DZIT involves an HVDC link between Algeria and Italy. Buses in the Algerian side (DZIT111) and the
Italian side (SELCTI38) have been identified.
Projects TNIT and TNIT2 involve two HVDC links between Tunisia and Italy. Buses in the Tunisian side
(HAWARIA) and the Italian side (XPA_EL9I) have been identified.
Project DZTN involves a new AC link between Algeria and Tunisia that reinforce the existing 400 kV
interconnection JENT112 (TN) – CHEFIA (DZ).
Finally, project TNLYEY involves two AC links, one between ROUIS (TN) and SOS 400 (LY), and the other
between TBK 400 (LY) and Egypt (boundary).
Finally, project TNLYEY involves two AC links.
3.2.3 Eastern Corridor
The Eastern Corridor, in red Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata., covers the systems of Cyprus
CY, Egypt EY, Greece GR, Jordan JO, Turkey TR, Syria SY and Bulgaria BG. Albania AL, Italy IT, FYROM FY, Serbia
RS, Romania RO, Lebanon LE, Israel IS, Palestine PA and Libya LY appear as boundary systems. Figure 4 depicts
the box map of the Eastern Corridor.

Figure 4 – Box map of the Eastern Corridor

3.2.3.1 Data Completeness Analysis
Cyprus (CY)
A set of two models of the Cyprian system have been provided, plus bus and generating units info in EXCEL
format. It is important to note that the Cyprian system is get involved only in Scenarios 3 and 4. Uploaded
files are:
Name
Cyprus_Generation_type_v_1.XLSX

Format
EXCEL

Notes
 file with basic information on generating units
of the Cyprian system
 Info classified into ‘Peak’, ‘Summer’ and
‘Winter load
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Name
Cyprus_Network_Buses_v_1.XLSX

Format
EXCEL

Cyprus_system_SL_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

Cyprus_system_WL_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

Notes
 file with basic information on buses of the
Cyprian system
 Info classified into ‘Peak’, ‘Summer’ and
‘Winter load
 raw file with the Cyrian network for ‘Summer’
load
 Valid for S3 and S4
 raw file with the Cyrian network for ‘Winter’
load
 Valid for S3 and S4

Generating technologies for the three valid raw files in the table are compiled in the
‘Cyprus_Generation_type_v_1.XLSX’.
Greece (GR)
A set of eight models of the Greek system have been provided, plus extra documents with additional
information. Uploaded files are:
Name
EMP_Project_sheet_GreeceBulgaria-Turkey_v_1 (1).DOCX

Format
WORD

EMP_Project_sheet_GreeceCyprus-Israel_v_1 (1).DOCX

WORD

GREECE_pre-existing constraints +
contingency analysis v1.XLSX
Greece_-_Map_v_1.SLD
SP_-_S1_v_1.RAW

EXCEL

SP_-_S2_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

SP_-_S3_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

SP_-_S4_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

WP_-_S1_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

WP_-_S2_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

WP_-_S3_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

WP_-_S4_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

PSS/ E v33
PSS/ E v33

Notes
 Detailed information about the GRBGTR
project, included in this document (section
4.2.13)
 Detailed information about the GRCYIS
project, included in this document (section
4.2.14)
 file with results for contingency analysis in
each of the eight networks uploaded
 sld file with the diagram of the Greek system
 raw file with the Greek network for S1 +
Summer
 raw file with the Greek network for S2 +
Summer
 raw file with the Greek network for S3 +
Summer
 raw file with the Greek network for S4 +
Summer
 raw file with the Greek network for S1 +
Winter
 raw file with the Greek network for S2 +
Winter
 raw file with the Greek network for S3 +
Winter
 raw file with the Greek network for S4 +
Winter

Interconnected Areas are well identified
Generating technologies are well identified in the ‘Owner’ field for Machines. Also, the generating unit placed
in bus 300459 – GLAMIA11 (slack) has been identified as Category = 14 (CCGT NEW) with Pmax = 800 MW
and Pmin = 400 MW. Concerning merit order list, all generating units are considered with the same rank.
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Egypt (EY)
See Jordan system
Jordan (JO)
A set of eight models of the Jordanian system have been provided, plus final version of PiT information on
the EYJO project. Uploaded files are:
Name
Final PIT EY-JO (Autosaved).xlsx
case1_BAU_PIT1.sav

Format
EXCEL
PSS/ E v33

case1_BAU_PIT2.sav

PSS/ E v33

case2_greenfut.sav

PSS/ E v33

case4_market1.sav

PSS/ E v33

case4_market2.sav

PSS/ E v33

case4_market3.sav

PSS/ E v33

case4_market4.sav

PSS/ E v33

Notes
 file with final version of PiTs for the EYJO project
 sav file with the Jordanian network for case 1, EYJO
PiT2, plus equivalent network for Egypt and Syria
 sav file with the Greek network for case 1, EYJO PiT3,
plus equivalent network for Egypt and Syria
 sav file with the Greek network for case 2, EYJO PiT4,
plus equivalent network for Egypt and Syria
 sav file with the Greek network for case 4, EYJO PiT6,
plus equivalent network for Egypt
 sav file with the Greek network for case 4, EYJO PiT7,
plus equivalent network for Egypt
 sav file with the Greek network for case 4, EYJO PiT8,
plus equivalent network for Egypt
 sav file with the Greek network for case 4, EYJO PiT9,
plus equivalent network for Egypt

First three files (let’s name them BAU1, BAU2 and GREEN) include the Jordanian network (421 buses), plus
equivalents for the Egyptian (34 buses) and Syrian (381) systems. The last four, let’s name them MARK1 to
MARK4, include the Jordanian network (421 buses), plus equivalent for the Egyptian (34 buses) system, but
the Syrian is represented with a single bus.
Technologies for generating units has been specified in the Jordanian system. Also, for Egyptian and Syrian
generating units, all of them are considered with same technology and rank.
No merit order for generating units has been provided, thus all units present the same rank.
Areas considered in the networks are:
 EGYP-LYB, equivalent network for the Egyptian and Libyan interconnected systems
 JORDAN
 SYRIAN, equivalent network for the Syrian interconnected system
 J_GENS, RES and DUMMY_BUS, are also part of the Jordanian system
Turkey (TR)
A set of eight models of the Turkish system have been provided, plus extra documents with additional
information. Uploaded files are:
Name
170616_Turkey_Cluster_Connections.docx

Format
WORD

170620_2030_scenario_1_summer_peak.sav PSS/ E v33

Notes
 Detailed information about the
GRBGTR project, included in this
document (section 4.2.13)
 sav file with the Turkish network
for S1 + Summer
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Name
Format
170620_2030_scenario_2_summer_peak.sav PSS/ E v33
170620_2030_scenario_3_summer_peak.sav PSS/ E v33
170620_2030_scenario_4_summer_peak.sav PSS/ E v33
170620_2030_scenario_1_winter_peak.sav

PSS/ E v33

170620_2030_scenario_2_winter_peak.sav

PSS/ E v33

170620_2030_scenario_3_winter_peak.sav

PSS/ E v33

170620_2030_scenario_4_winter_peak.sav

PSS/ E v33

Notes
 sav file with the Turkish network
for S2 + Summer
 sav file with the Turkish network
for S3 + Summer
 sav file with the Turkish network
for S4 + Summer
 sav file with the Turkish network
for S1 + Winter
 sav file with the Turkish network
for S2 + Winter
 sav file with the Turkish network
for S3 + Winter
 sav file with the Turkish network
for S4 + Winter

Some Areas out from the systems considered in the project (see Table 1) appear: Iran, Georgia and Iraq.
Those additional areas will be considered to handle the ‘EXCHANGE EXTRA‘ records in PiT files, distributing it
among Iran, Georgia and Iraq (positive value means import).
In the PiT files, some generation is assigned to technology 24 - SOLAR SOLAR THERMAL, but there are no
generating units with code ‘24’ in raw files. It has been clarified that PiT records for tech 24 - SOLAR SOLAR
must be assigned to tech 23 - THERMAL SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC.
Generating technologies are well identified in the ‘Owner’ field for Machines. Concerning merit order list, all
generating units are considered with the same rank.
Syria (SY)
See Jordan system
Bulgaria (BG)
A set of four models of the Bulgarian system have been provided, plus extra documents with additional
information. Uploaded files are:
Name
GREECE_pre-existing constraints +
contingency analysis v1.XLSX
Vision_1_v_1.RAW

Format
EXCEL

Vision_2_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

Vision_3_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

Vision_4_v_1.RAW

PSS/ E v33

PSS/ E v33

Notes
 file with results for contingency analysis in each
of the eight networks uploaded
 raw file with the Bulgarian network for S1, valid
for Summer and Winter
 raw file with the Bulgarian network for S2, valid
for Summer and Winter
 raw file with the Bulgarian network for S3, valid
for Summer and Winter
 raw file with the Bulgarian network for S4, valid
for Summer and Winter

The four networks provided are valid for both Winter and Summer PiTS.
Interconnected Areas are well identified.
Generating technologies are identified in the ‘Owner’ field for Machines, but following ENTSO-E standards.
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3.2.3.2 Merging Process Info
Merging process consists of blending together the networks using the connecting buses defined in the next
tables. First, Table 11 summarizes the interconnections between systems, which correspond with pairs of
modelled systems, thus two interconnection buses must be identified, one for each interconnected system.
Table 12 shows the set of interconnections that correspond with pairs formed by a modelled system and a
boundary system, thus only one bus in the modelled system needs to be identified. Finally, Table 13 presents
the new interconnections associated to the projects described in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata
trovata..
Bus
XBG_TH11
XMI_NS11
XNS_BA11
XMI_HA11
XMI_HA12
XAL_BR11
TABACBL
HASSAN_IND

Area
Greece GR
Greece GR
Greece GR
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Turkey TR
Egypt EY
Jordan JO

Bus
XBG_TH11
XMI_NS11
XNS_BA11
XMI_HA11
XMI_HA12
TURKYA
AQBACBL
DIR-ALI

Area
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Turkey TR
Turkey TR
Turkey TR
Syria SY
Jordan JO
Syria SY

Table 11 – Points of merging between systems in the Eastern Corridor

All connections between internal systems are well defined in all the sides.
Bus
XZE_KA11
XBI_MO31
XFL_BI11
XTH_DU11
XAR_GA1G
XBR_VR51
XSO_NI11
XSO_NI13
XKU_ZA51
XSO_NI12
XSK_KP51
XCM_ST11
XPE_SU51
XKO_TI12
XKO_TI11
XVA_MG11
XDO_MG11
SMREAN
DIMAS

Area
Greece GR
Greece GR
Greece GR
Greece GR
Greece GR
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Bulgaria BG
Syria SY
Syria SY

Bus

Area
Albania AL
Albania AL
FYROM FY
FYROM FY
Italy IT
Serbia RS
Serbia RS
Serbia RS
Serbia RS
Serbia RS
FYROM FY
FYROM FY
FYROM FY
Romania RO
Romania RO
Romania RO
Romania RO
Lebanon LE
Lebanon LE

Table 12 – Points of merging between systems and external buses in the Eastern Corridor

The interconnections between Greece and its boundary systems (Albania, FYROM and Italy) are well
defined in the Greek networks.
The interconnections between Bulgaria and its boundary systems (Serbia, FYROM and Romania) are well
defined in the Bulgarian networks.
The interconnections between Syria and its boundary system (Lebanon) are well defined in the Jordanian
files.
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The interconnection from Egypt to Palestine (boundary) is undefined in the Egyptian equivalent included in
the Jordanian networks. It has been clarified that this interconnection must be ignored, and corresponding
energy interchange must be distributed among demand.
The interconnection from Egypt to Libya (boundary) is undefined in the Egyptian equivalent included in the
Jordanian networks. It has been clarified that this interconnection must be ignored, and corresponding
energy interchange must be distributed among demand.
PROJECT
TREY
TRIS
EYJO
JOSYTR
JOSYTR
GRBGTR
GRBGTR
GRCYIS
GRCYIS

Bus
XEG_AD11
XIS_ME11
AQBACBL
XAL_BR12
DIR-ALI
XNS_BA12
XMI_HA13
XKO_VA
132 KV - BSE

Area
Turkey TR
Turkey TR
Jordan JO
Turkey TR
Syria SY
Greece GR
Bulgaria BG
Greece GR
Cyprus CY

Bus
ABU-Z
TABACBL
TURKYA
HASSAN_IND
XNS_BA12
XMI_HA13
132 KV - BSE
(IS is boundary)

Area
Egypt EY
Israel IS
Egypt EY
Syria SY
Jordan JO
Turkey TR
Turkey TR
Cyprus CY
Israel IS

LINK
HVDC
HVDC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
HVDC
HVDC

Table 13 – Points of merging in the Projects in the Eastern Corridor

Project TREY involves an HVDC link between Turkey and Egypt. The bus in the Turkish side has been identified
(XEG_AD11). Regarding the Egyptian side, bus ABU-Z has been identified.
Project TRIS involves an HVDC link between Turkey and Israel. The bus in the Turkish side has been identified
(XIS_ME11).
Project EYJO involves a new AC link between buses ATP400 to TABA 400 kV.
In project JOSYTR, two AC links are considered. First link (Turkey-Syria) has both the Turkish bus (XAL_BR12)
and the Syrian bus (TURKIA) defined. Second link (Syria-Jordan) has both the Jordanian bus (HASSAN_IND)
and the Syrian bus (DIR-ALI) defined.
In project GRBGTR, two AC links are considered. For the first link (Greece-Turkey), the bus XNS_BA12 is
identified in both sides. For the second link (Bulgaria-Turkey), the bus XMI_HA13 identified in both sides.
Finally, project GRCYIS involves two HVDC links. For the first link (Greece-Cyprus), the bus XKO_VA is
identified in the Greek networks. For the both links (Greece-Cyprus and Cyprus-Israel), the bus 132 KV – BSE
is identified in the Cyprian networks.

4 PiT Integration and Snapshots Formulation (Analysis by Projects)
4.1 PiT Integration Procedure
Active power production is detailed in the PiT file, with a breakdown of systems (see Table 1) and generating
technologies (see Table 2). Also, the demand and energy interchanges. Each of the PiT files correspond with
a project. Thus, the PiT integration process consists of a double loop [3], as the pseudo-code listed below
shows.
1 FOR each project
2
Read and check PiTS file
3
FOR each PiT in project
4
FOR each full system in project
5
Search for the network file for hour/season/PiT
6
IF found THEN load network
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Merge loaded networks
Internal connections
External connections
Project connections
Incorporate PiT
Generation (by techs)
Load
Interchanges
Snapshot checking (converge?)
IF OK THEN SAVE snapshot

For each project and PiT sheet, the first step is to search for those networks that have been defined as full
systems. For each full system, the file that correspond with the scenario and hour defined by the PiT sheet is
searched and, if located, it is uploaded. If not, the corresponding system will be hereinafter considered as
boundary tothe system.
Once all the available full networks have been uploaded, merging process begins. First, the internal
connections between full systems are tackled. After that, external connections, i.e. connections between full
systems and boundaries, are modeled using extra loads that will represent the scheduled energy
interchanges. Finally, the interconnection that defines the corresponding project is incorporated to the
network.
The next step is to integrate the PiT sheet to the merged network. First, the generation scheduled for each
country and technology is incorporated. Generating units that have unidentified technology will be not
redispatched. The active power demand will be distributed among all the active and positive loads (except
those that represent energy interchanges between systems or HVDC links). Finally, energy interchanges
between networks are set up in the system.
The last step is to test the quality of the built snapshot: power flows, interchanges, initial overloads, losses
estimation, or even convergence. Finally, if the checking is OK, the snapshot is saved in format PSS/E v33.

4.2 Analysis by Project
4.2.1

MAPT, Morocco – Portugal (+1000 MW)

Assigned to the Western corridor (section 3.2.1), the project consists in a new interconnection between
Portugal and Morocco to be realized through an HVDC submarine cable. This project is supported by the
two governments, which launched several studies on this possible interconnection, some of them are now
in elaboration.
The HVDC interconnection will have a capacity of 1000MW and a total length of around 265km, of which
approximately 220km will be in submarine cable.
The aim of the network studies that should be developed in this sub-task of Med-TSO is to evaluate the
internal grid reinforcements needed to accommodate 1GW of exchange, in both directions, between MA and
PT, as well as, specify the best technologies to be used in this interconnection.
The complementary characteristics in the power systems and economic conditions in the Mediterranean
Countries can provide additional benefits over the time for the countries of southern and northern
Mediterranean, and even northern Europe. Having this in mind, this interconnection will be studied at MedTSO.
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Project details
Description

New
interconnection
between
Portugal and
Morocco – HVDC
submarine cable.

Location

GTC contribution
(MW)

Present
status

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

Portugal
(Tavira 400kV)
1000

Mid or
Long-term n.d.
project

n.d.

Morocco
(Beni Harchan 400kV)

Evolution driver

Increase the NTC
in the
Mediterranean
countries and
providing mutual
benefits according
the
complementary
characteristics of
both countries

The main driver of the project is to further increase the interconnection capacity between Mediterranean
Countries, namely between Portugal and Morocco (without any interconnection between these two
countries until now), to exploit the complementary characteristics of both countries. Estimated increase is of
about 1000MW.
Main Drivers for PiTs selection:


Maximum exchange in all the interconnections NorthSouth (1st criteria) with summer peak
demand in the South country of the interconnection (2nd criteria) and maximizing the MA-DZ
exchanges in both directions (3rd criteria) in scenarios 3 and 4. -> To find grid reinforcements in the
South countries.



Maximum exchange in all the interconnections NorthSouth (1st criteria) with summer peak
demand in the North country of the interconnection (2nd criteria) and maximizing ES-PT exchanges
in both directions (3rd criteria) in scenarios 1 and 4 in principle. -> To find grid reinforcements in the
southern grid of the North countries.



Maximum exchange in all the interconnections SouthNorth (1st criteria) with summer peak
demand in the North country (2nd criteria) and maximizing ES-PT and DZ-MA exchanges in both
directions (3rd criteria) of the interconnection in scenarios 1 and 4 in principle. -> To find grid
reinforcements in the South and North countries.



Low demand in all countries (off-peak hours) with maximum exchange in the interconnection under
study in both directions and high wind production in North countries (and check if possible in South
countries) in 1 scenario (to be decided between 3 and 4). -> To find voltage issues in south of Iberian
and North of MO or DZ.



Maximum exchange in all the interconnections NorthSouth (1st criteria) with winter peak demand
in ES+PT (2nd criteria), high wind production - if possible high thermal production in ES - (3rd criteria)
and maximum exchange from ES to FR (4th criteria) in scenarios 1 and 3 in principle.

The system defined for project MAPT is described in the table and figure below.
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Full models
Spain ES
Portugal PT
Morocco MA
Algeria DZ

Boundaries
France FR
Tunisia TN

Table 14 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project MAPT

As Table 14 shows, the Spanish, the Portuguese, the Moroccan and the Algerian systems are considered as
full models. The French and the Tunisian systems will be considered as boundary conditions.
Two configurations for the HVDC interconnection have been provided:
Configuration 1:


Single HVDC circuit (single pole converter) of 1000 MW between TAVIRA substation of 400 kV (PT)
and D. CHAOUI (MA)

Configuration 2:


HVDC link of 2 circuits (bipolar converter) of 500 MW between TAVIRA substation of 400 kV (PT) and
D. CHAOUI (MA).

Configuration 2 will be used during network studies, which will be evaluated considering a single and double
contingency on the two circuits.
4.2.2 MAES, Morocco - Spain (+1000 MW)
Assigned to the Western corridor (section 3.2.1), the project consists in a new interconnection between
Morocco and Spain that will increase the NTC between both countries in 1000 MW (additional to the 2
existing links) and to be realized through a third AC link
Configuration to be simulated with AC load flow: Single 1000 MW AC circuit between TARIFA2 (ES), new
substation of 400 kV that will be connected to PTO. CRUZ 400 kV substation, through a 400 kV OHL double
circuit of the same characteristics of the current double circuit between TARIFA 400 kV and PTO. CRUZ 400
KV (PSS/E code of TARIFA 400 kV substation is 81314) and BENI HARCHAN (MA) (PSS/E code is 84000). Using
PiT 2 (S1 @ 17/06/2006 20:00:00) and PiT 4 (S4 @ 10/12/2006 04:00:00).
Configuration to be simulated with DC load flow: Single 1000 MW AC circuit between TARIFA2 (ES), new
substation of 400 kV that will be connected to PTO. CRUZ 400 kV substation, through a 400 kV OHL double
circuit of the same characteristics of the current double circuit between TARIFA 400 kV and PTO. CRUZ 400
KV (PSS/E code of TARIFA 400 kV substation is 81314) and BENI HARCHAN (MA) (PSS/E code is 84000). Using
all other PiTs.
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Project details
Description

Location

New
interconnection
between Spain
and Morocco –
additional AC
circuit

Spain
(Tarifa 400kV)

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

GTC contribution
(MW)

Present
status

1000

Long-term
Before 2030
project

n.d.

Evolution driver

n.d.

Morocco
(Beni Harchan 400kV)

The system defined for project MAES is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Spain ES
Portugal PT
Morocco MA
Algeria DZ

Boundaries
France FR
Tunisia TN

Table 15 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project MAES

As Table 15 shows, the Spanish, the Portuguese, the Moroccan and the Algerian systems are considered as
full models. The French and the Tunisian systems will be considered as boundary conditions.
4.2.3 DZES, Algeria - Spain (+1000 MW)
Assigned to the Western corridor (section 3.2.1), the project consists in a new interconnection between
Algeria and Spain to be realized through an HVDC submarine cable.
Two configurations:




Single HVDC circuit (single pole converter) of 1000 MW between CARRIL2, new substation of 400 kV
(ES) that will be connected to CARRIL 400 kV substation, through a 400 kV OHL double circuit and a
substation located in Terga region that will be connected to 400/220 kV substation (AIN FATEH)
through two 400 kV OHL of 50 km each (DZ).
HVDC link of 2 circuits (bipolar converter) of 500 MW each between CARRIL2, new substation of 400
kV (ES) that will be connected to CARRIL 400 kV substation, through a 400 kV OHL double circuit and
a substation located in Terga region that will be connected to 400/220 kV substation (AIN FATEH)
through two 400 kV OHL of 50 km each (DZ).

Configuration 2 will be used during network studies, which will be evaluated considering a single and double
contingency on the two circuits.
Project details
Description

Location

GTC contribution
(MW)

Present
status

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

Evolution driver
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Spain
(Carril 400kV)

New
interconnection
between Spain
and Algeria new DC
submarine cable

Long-term
Post 2030
project

1000

n.d.

n.d.

Algeria
(Ain Fateh 400kV)

The system defined for project DZES is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Spain ES
Portugal PT
Morocco MA
Algeria DZ

Boundaries
France FR
Tunisia TN

Table 16 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project DZES

As Table 16 shows, the Spanish, the Portuguese, the Moroccan and the Algerian systems are considered as
full models. The French and the Tunisian systems will be considered as boundary conditions.
4.2.4 DZIT, Algeria - Italy (+1000 MW)
Assigned to the Central corridor (section 3.2.2), the project consists in a new interconnection between Algeria
and Sardinia to be realized through an HVDC submarine cable, with an ampacity of 1000 MW.
Project details
Description

Location

New
Italy (Cagliari Sud)
interconnection
between
Italy
and Algeria - new Algeria
DC
submarine
(Cheffia)
cable

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

GTC contribution
(MW)

Present
status

1000

Long-term
Post 2030
project

n.d.

Evolution driver

n.d.

(*) Terminal substations are preliminary hypothesis

The system defined for project DZIT is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Italy IT
Tunisia TN
Algeria DZ

Boundaries
France FR
Switzerland CH
Austria AT
Slovenia SI
Montenegro ME
Greece GR
Libya LY
Morocco MA
Table 17 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project DZIT
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4.2.5 TNIT, Tunisia - Italy (-600 MW)
Assigned to the Central corridor (section 3.2.2), the project consists in a new interconnection between Tunisia
and Sicily to be realized through an HVDC submarine cable. The realization of the project is supported by the
Italian and Tunisian Governments to increase the interconnection capacity of the Euro-Mediterranean
system. Moreover, the project will contribute to reduce present and future limitations to the power
exchanges on the northern Italian border under specific conditions, and therefore it will allow to increase
significantly the transmission capacity and its exploitation by at least 500 MW on that boundary.
Project details
Description

Location

Italy
New
interconnection (Partanna)
between
Italy
and Tunisia - new
DC
submarine Tunisia
cable
(Hawaria)

GTC contribution
(MW)

Present
status

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

600

Mid-term
project

2021

Evolution driver

Investment Progress
on time
planned

as

The system defined for project TNIT is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Italy IT
Tunisia TN
Algeria DZ

Boundaries
France FR
Switzerland CH
Austria AT
Slovenia SI
Montenegro ME
Greece GR
Libya LY
Morocco MA
Table 18 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project TNIT

4.2.6 TNIT2, Tunisia - Italy (+600 MW)
Assigned to the Central corridor (section 3.2.2), the project involves the reinforcement of the first
interconnection (600 MW) between Tunisia and Sicily to be realized through an HVDC submarine cable. The
project may contribute to reduce present and future limitations to the power exchanges on the northern
Italian border under specific conditions, and therefore it may allow to increase significantly the transmission
capacity and its exploitation by on that boundary.

Project details
Description

Location

Italy
Reinforcement of
(Partanna)
interconnectionb
etween Italy and
Tunisia - new DC
Tunisia
submarine cable
(Hawaria)

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

GTC contribution
(MW)

Present
status

600

Long-term
Post 2030
project

n.d.

Evolution driver

n.d.

The system defined for project TNIT2 is described in the table and figure below.
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Full models
Italy IT
Tunisia TN
Algeria DZ

Boundaries
France FR
Switzerland CH
Austria AT
Slovenia SI
Montenegro ME
Greece GR
Libya LY
Morocco MA
Table 19 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project TNIT2

4.2.7 DZTN, Algeria - Tunisia (+700 MW)
Assigned to the Central corridor (section 3.2.2), the project consists in a new interconnection between Algeria
and Tunisia, with an ampacity of 700 MW. It is due to the important hours of saturation that were detected
in the preliminary market simulations that this cluster was added. Physically, it consists on a second 400 kV
OHL from the substation Jendouba in Tunisia to the substation Chefia in Algeria.

Project details
Description

GTC contribution
(MW)

Location

Tunisia
(Jendouba)
New
interconnection
between Tunisia
and Algeria
Algeria
(Chefia)

Present
status

700

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

n.d.

Evolution driver

n.d.

The system defined for project DZTN is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Algeria DZ
Tunisia TN

Boundaries
Italy IT
Morocco MA
Libya LY

Table 20 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project DZTN

4.2.8 TNLYEY, Tunisia - Libya (+1000 MW) + Libya - Egypt (+1000 MW)
Assigned to the Central corridor (section 3.2.2), the project consists in a new interconnection across
Tunisia, Libya and Egypt.
Project details
Description

Location

GTC contribution
(MW)

Present
status

Tunisia
New
interconnection
(Bouchema)
across Tunisia,
Libya and Egypt

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

n.d.

Evolution driver

n.d.
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Libya
(Tubrak)

Egypt
(n.a.)

The system defined for project TNLYEY is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Tunisia TN
Libya LY

Boundaries
Algeria DZ
Italy IT
Egypt EY

Table 21 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project DZTN

4.2.9 TREY, Turkey - Egypt (+3000 MW)
The project consists in one new interconnection between Turkey and Egypt, to be realized through a
submarine 3000 MW HVDC link. For this project, only the Turkish system has been considered as full
represented by its transmission network model. Boundary systems, i.e. Greece, Bulgaria, Syria and Egypt, are
considered as external buses with loads to simulate energy interchanges.
The system defined for project TRIS is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Egypt EY
Turkey TR

Boundaries
Greece GR
Bulgaria BG
Syria SY
Libya LY
Jordan JO
Palestine PA

Table 22 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project TREY

4.2.10 TRIS, Turkey - Israel (+2000 MW)
The project consists in one new interconnection between Turkey and Israel, to be realized through a
submarine 2000 MW HVDC link. For this project, only the Turkish system has been considered as full
represented by its transmission network model. Boundary systems, i.e. Greece, Bulgaria, Syria and Israel, are
considered as external buses with loads to simulate energy interchanges. The system defined for project TRIS
is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Turkey TR

Boundaries
Israel IS
Greece GR
Bulgaria BG
Syria SY
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Table 23 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project TRIS

4.2.11 EYJO, Egypt - Jordan (+550 MW)
Assigned to the Eastern corridor (section 3.2.3). Jordan and Egypt are electrically interconnected since 1998
via a 13 km, 400 kV submarine cable across the Gulf of Aqaba to Taba with an exchange capability of (550)
MW. Egypt and Jordan are part of the 8th countries interconnection which consists in addition to them Syria,
Lebanon, Turkey, Iraq, Palestine, and Libya. The new project is relating to add a new interconnection which
will lead to double the current capacity between Egypt-Jordan to be 1100 MW.
Project details
Description

Location

New
interconnection
between

South Jordan
(Aqaba)

Egypt-Jordan - East Egypt
new
AC (Taba)
submarine cable

GTC contribution
(MW)

Present
status

550

Long-term
project

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

n.d.

Evolution driver

Increase
NTC
between countries
to 1100 MW

The main driver of the project is to further increase the interconnection capacity between Egypt, and Jordan
to reach 1100 Mw. This will allow to increase the integration of Renewable Energy generation, grid
stabilization helping both countries to meet their load demand which will have the effect on postponing the
investments in both generation and transmission. Main Drivers for PiTs selection:







Simultaneous high saturation on the interconnections (on both directions) representing a high time
percentage especially the period where Jordan Imports/Exports Energy to both Syria and Egypt.
Extreme (high/low) load in the countries involved.
High/low RES production of different categories (PV, wind) in both interconnected countries.
High/Low Nuclear new production in Jordan/Egypt.
High/Low new primary energy generation resources in southern part of Jordan (Oil Shale and Coal).
Wheeling from Egypt to Syria through Jordan.

The system defined for project EYJO is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Egypt EY
Jordan JO

Boundaries
Syria SY
Libya LY
Palestine PA

Table 24 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project EYJO

4.2.12 JOSYTR, Jordan - Syria (+800 MW) + Syria - Turkey (+600 MW)
Assigned to the Eastern corridor (section 3.2.3). Jordan, Syria, and Turkey are electrically by 400 kV grid with
existing capacity of 600 Mw (Turkey-Syria) and 800 Mw (Jordan-Syria). These countries are part of the 8th
countries interconnection which consists in addition to them Egypt, Lebanon, Iraq, Palestine, and Libya. The
new project is relating to add a new interconnection which will lead to double the current among the
countries to become 1600 MW between Jordan and Syria and 1200 between Turkey and Syria.
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Project details
Description

GTC contribution
(MW)

Location

Present
status

Expected
commissioning Evolution
date

Evolution driver

North Jordan
(Hasheimya)
New
interconnection
between

South Syria
(Suriye)

Jordan-SyriaTurkey - new AC North Syria
submarine cable (Deir Ali)

800
Long-term
project

n.d.

600

Increase
NTC
between countries
to
1600
MW
between Jordan
and Syria and 1200
between Turkey
and Syria

South Turkey
(Birecik)

The system defined for project JOSYTR is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Turkey TR
Syria SY
Jordan JO

Boundaries
Greece GR
Bulgaria BG
Lebanon LE
Egypt EY

Table 25 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project JOSYTR

4.2.13 GRBGTR, Greece - Turkey (+500 MW) + Bulgaria - Turkey (+500 MW)
Assigned to the Eastern corridor (section 3.2.3).
The project consists in two new interconnections: one between Greece and Turkey and one between Bulgaria
and Turkey to be realized through AC overhead lines.
Greece and Bulgaria are part of the Continental Europe Synchronous Area (CESA) to Turkey transmission
corridor. Currently there is one interconnection between Greece and Bulgaria, one between Greece and
Turkey and two between Bulgaria and Turkey. Total NTC values are 650 MW CESA to Turkey direction and
500 MW in the opposite direction. Two thirds of this NTC are presently allocated to the Bulgaria to Turkey
connection and one third is allocated to the Turkey to Greece connection.
The second Greece to Bulgaria and the third Bulgaria to Turkey tie-line and the related strengthening of the
400 KV south East Bulgaria network which is under way, will help to increase future NTC on the Turkey to
CESA direction about 1250 MW and 1350 MW on the CESA to Turkey.
The realization of the project is aiming to further increase the interconnection capacity between Turkey and
the CESA (Continental Europe Synchronous Area) of about 1000MW.
The system defined for project GRBGTR is described in the table and figure below.
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Full models
Greece GR
Bulgaria BG
Turkey TR

Boundaries
Albania AL
Italy IT
FYROM FY
Serbia RS
Romania RO
Syria SY

Table 26 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project GRBGTR

4.2.14 GRCYIS, Greece - Cyprus (+2000 MW) + Cyprus - Israel (+2000 MW)
Assigned to the Eastern corridor (section 3.2.3), the Euro Asia Interconnector consists of a 400 kV DC
underwater electric cable and any essential equipment and/or installation for interconnecting the Cypriot,
Israeli and the Greek transmission networks (offshore).
The Interconnector will have a capacity of 2000 MW and a total length of around 820 nautical miles/around
1518 km (approx. 329 km between CY and IL, 879 km between CY and Crete and 310 km between Crete and
Athens) and allow for reverse transmission of electricity
The system defined for project GRCYIS is described in the table and figure below.
Full models
Greece GR
Cyprus CY

Boundaries
Albania AL
Italy IT
Israel IS
FYROM FY
Bulgaria BG
Turkey TR
Table 27 – Participation of each of the systems involved in project GRCYIS
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DISCLAIMER
This document contains information, data, references and images prepared by the Members of the
Technical Committees “Planning”, “Regulations and Institutions”; “International Electricity Exchanges” and
Working Group “Economic Studies and Scenarios”, for and on behalf of the Med-TSO association. Whilst the
information contained in this document and the ones recalled and issued by Med-TSO have been presented
with all due care, the Med-TSO Members do not warrant or represent that the information is free from errors
or omission.
The information are made available on the understanding that the Med-TSO Members and their employees
and consultants shall have no liability (including liability by reason of negligence) to the users for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred or arising by reason of any person using or relying on the information and
whether caused by reason of any error, negligent act, omission or misrepresentation in the information or
otherwise.
Whilst the information is considered to be true and correct at the date of publication, changes in
circumstances after the time of publication may impact on the accuracy of the information. The information
may change without notice and the Med-TSOs Members are not in any way liable for the accuracy of any
information printed and stored or in any way interpreted and used by a user.
The information of this document and the ones recalled and issued by Med-TSO include information derived
from various third parties. Med-TSOs Members take no responsibility for the accuracy, currency, reliability
and correctness of any information included in the information provided by third parties nor for the accuracy,
currency, reliability and correctness of links or references to information sources (including Internet Sites).

